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introduction

Reasons to be cheerful
It’s a great year to be visiting TFWA
World Exhibition – with the market back
on an upward curve and all the signs
promising that the global duty free and
travel retail market in 2011 will have
topped the US$40 billion mark.

together – and that’s TFWA World Exhibition.
Every year we aim to bring you the most
highly-targeted business-to-business
environment enabling the global industry to
meet, exchange ideas and conduct business.
Whether you are a brand supplier, an
airport authority/landlord or a retailer – it’s

Last year saw a welcome recovery in our

simply the must-attend event of the year –

business, with Swedish industry analysts

wherever you are based.

Generation Research reporting a +13.0%

As an exhibitor, where else can you reach

increase over 2009 to US$39 billion, showing

the global market so directly, showcasing

a return to confidence after the economic

your products and services to key decision

battering of 2008/9. Of course, we must not

makers from an audience of more than 5,300

forget the omni-present threat of political

delegates! As a visitor, where else can you
TFWA Commercial sub-committee members: Steven Candries, Guylian;
Jean-Charles Seité, Estée Lauder International; Arie Slinger, Imperial
Tobacco; and Erik Thomsen, Vice-President Commercial, TFWA. Also on
the sub-committee, but not pictured are: Andrew Carter, Bacardi Martini;
Philip Gerzon, Gerzon Duty Free; and George Faisst, Hugo Boss AG.

uncertainty and natural disasters – both of which
have played their part this year. Nevertheless,
there are many good ‘reasons to be cheerful’.
Figures last year continued to underline the

keep abreast of new products and category
trends and meet new brands keen to enter
the market sector. And for all participants,
where else can you find such incredible

growing importance of the Luxury Goods

business networking opportunities, benefit

category with sales up +16.7% according to

from thought provoking conference and

Generation. This is a trend which we have

dedicated workshops and enjoy such a

been keen to reflect in the exhibitor portfolio
at TFWA World Exhibition and this year – as
last – we are continuing to grow this category,
particularly jewellery, watches and fashion.
Every year the demand for space in Cannes
continues to grow; this year – by working
hard with our technical partners to adapt

this year – by working hard with our
technical partners to adapt the
space available – we have managed
to accommodate the maximum
number of prestigious exhibitors

unique series of social events.
Surely these six days in the South of France
are the most important in the annual
business calendar.

the space available – we have managed
to accommodate the maximum number
of prestigious exhibitors, including some

through all major channels – airports up

30 international heavyweight and niche

+12.7% last year, airlines up +9.2%, ferries

brand-owners who are new to the exhibition

up +6.9% and downtown/off-airport/border

or returning after a short absence. These

stores/port shops etc up +16.3% – and all

include Beurer, Fratelli Rossetti, Hédiard,

indications are of a similarly positive result

Morrison Bowmore, Safilo and Tommy

this year, with Asia Pacific and the Middle

Hilfiger, all of whom we are delighted to

East continuing to be the main driver of

welcome here this week.

sales. There is only one arena that brings

Industry sales have continued to grow

all elements of this international business

Members’ Breakfast
TFWA will be hosting a Members’ Breakfast at 09:00 on Friday 23 September in the TFWA
Lounge. The breakfast is open to all TFWA Members. The TFWA Lounge is located in the
Golden Village, Level 1.

Majestic Restaurant
The Majestic Hotel is offering a special menu for TFWA World
Exhibition delegates at its Majestic Restaurant on the beach.
Delegates must make advance bookings and present their
badge to take advantage of this special offer.

Erik Thomsen
Vice-President Commercial,
TFWA

Download
the TFWA
World
Exhibition
app
A fantastic new app for iPhone and BlackBerry
has been launched for TFWA World Exhibition.
It is an invaluable resource for visitors to this
year’s event, containing details of the week’s
programme, full list of exhibitors and their
stand location, and all onsite services.
It is the perfect tool to maximise your time
at TFWA World Exhibition.
The new app is the latest element of TFWA’s

Tel: +33 (0) 4 92 98 77 30 or 77 32

evolving communications strategy, which
has embraced new technologies, including
the improved, interactive website, e-news

This deal is in addition to the lunch menu offered by the Bay
Restaurant, situated within the Palais des Festivals outside
the Bay Village.

communication and online Exhibition
Directory, which is new for this year.
Download the app now at: www.TFWA.com
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Annan: "We live in a
complex world – one
that is constantly
changing and is
interconnected as never
before. It is a world
where, almost instantly,
we are affected by
decisions and actions
taken elsewhere. This
was made clear by the
global financial crisis."

A Brand
New World
A truly thought-provoking address was delivered
by Kofi Annan, former Secretary-General of the
United Nations, yesterday. A son of Ghana, Annan
is currently involved in international diplomacy and
strategic thinking, and is devoted to projects focused
on poverty reduction and conflict resolution, looking
at ways in which sustainable growth can be delivered
in the poorest parts of the world.
Annan served two terms as SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations (UN),
from January 1997 to December 2006,
and is credited with revitalising the UN
through a comprehensive programme
of reform. In 2001, he and the UN
were jointly awarded to Nobel
Prize for Peace.

nuclear proliferation, piracy and infectious
diseases. “These are not limited to one
country, and they are problems that no
country, no matter how powerful, can solve
by itself. Despite the prosperity and wealth in
the world today, poverty and natural disasters
are widespread,” he said. “I think we have to
accept that we live not only in a global village,
but we’re in the same boat. If there’s a hole in

His address to the packed conference, which

the boat, but not at your end, you’re still at risk.

had a record attendance of 888, touched

TFWA understands this – that is clear because I

upon the economic and political issues

was invited to speak here.”

affecting the world today, providing insights

Two of the most pressing global challenges are

into the long-term implications of the unrest

food and nutrition security, and climate change.

in North Africa and the Middle East.

Annan explained that if they are not dealt with

“We live in a complex world – one that is

now, they will have a pernicious effect on future

constantly changing and is interconnected

generations. “As the human population grows,

as never before,” commented Annan. “It

our demand for food increases exponentially,

is a world where, almost instantly, we are

putting pressure on global food security. The

affected by decisions and actions taken

global population recently passed the billion

elsewhere. This was made clear by the

mark, and more than one billion people go

global financial crisis. The creation of the

hungry every day. The world population may

G20 [in 1999] underscored that the best way

not stabilise in 2050 at nine billion, but maybe

forward is cooperation.”

10 billion. Population growth and increasing

He highlighted the challenges facing the

prosperity may increase demand for food by

world today, including wars, terrorism,

70% by 2050,” he said.
TFWA DAILY – 5

Environmental agenda

placed to find solutions to problems. You

With rising oil prices making alternative

as duty free and travel retail operators can

energy sources more attractive, large

play your part,” he said. “People will travel

swathes of land previously used for growing

less and purchase fewer duty free products,

food are now used for grain to make biofuel.

which will have an impact on your business.

“A new report from a high-level panel of

I believe it’s in your direct interests to use

experts has indicated that commodity prices,

your global reach and influence and central

worldwide increases in feed grain demand

role in industry to strive for sustainable

and biofuel oils are contributing to the food

transport. You can urge your retailers

shortages we face,” commented Annan.

and suppliers to not only ‘green’ their

“The pressure on our food supplies is made

businesses, but also to spend some of their

worse by the catastrophic impact of climate

profits to help societies reduce poverty and

change, which is an all-encompassing

invest in agriculture and infrastructure.”

Annan: “I believe it’s in your direct interests
to use your global reach and influence
and central role in industry to strive for
sustainable transport. You can urge your
retailers and suppliers to not only ‘green’ their
businesses, but also to spend some of their
profits to help societies reduce poverty and
invest in agriculture and infrastructure.”

threat, affecting temperature and rainfall,
and has turned fast areas of arable land into

Political agenda

dustbowls unfit for grazing or growing crops.

Moving on to the ‘Arab Spring’ in North

For most people in the developed world,

Africa and the Middle East, Annan urged

increases in food prices and food shortages

a focus on development in the whole

are barely felt. But in the developing world,

region, rather than focusing on a country-

it can cause people to lose a meal a

by-country basis. “I believe it will take

more efficient by using less fuel. There are

living side by side with extreme poverty. This

day or worse.”

some time before we see how things turn

people trying to do that, such as Sir Richard

phenomenon is not unique to Africa – we

Annan believes that high food prices are

out in Egypt and Tunisia, which will have

Branson,” he commented. “I’m one of those

have it in the developed world. The way to

here to stay, as demand for biofuel will

elections,” he said. “Change is a process,

people that strongly believes that if leaders

fix it is for governments to take firm action

increase, and stressed the importance of

not an event. It takes time. I am not sure the

fail to lead, the people will make them

in looking after the welfare of their people.

investment in research and development.

leaders will have that time to do what they

follow. As the environment moves up the

They need to use the resources of their

“New crops and techniques in the developing

want to do. Leaders have to be able to come

agenda, politicians will respond. There is a

nations to improve the quality of life for

world are critical. This should be followed

up with a plan, to assure people that they are

need to focus on innovation and to do it in a

their people.”

by greater investment in agriculture as

serious about reform, to sell it to people and

sustainable way.”

Annan is an optimist by nature, but doesn’t

a whole. We cannot expect to feed nine

move forward.”

When assessing the health of a nation,

believe the current problems, economically

billion people without doing more,” he said.

Annan also said that companies making

Annan believes there are three key pillars:

and politically, will be fixed within the next

“Attaining food and nutrition security and

investments in the Middle East currently

peace and stability, development and

18 months to two years. “Unfortunately, we

energy security in a era of climate change is

must accept a high level of uncertainty. “The

growth, and the rule of law and human

live in a situation where leaders don’t have

our greatest challenge.”

game is not over and nobody knows where it

rights. It is that third pillar – the rule of

the courage to lead. If they tell their people

With combating hunger and poverty a critical

will spread next.”

law and human rights – that he believes is

hard truths – what needs to be done and why

task for human prosperity and development,

Annan believes that the environment will

particularly crucial. “If you don’t have that

– the people will understand. I’m an optimist

Annan asked: How do we achieve this

move much higher up the political agenda

third pillar, you are building on sand,” he

that believes we’re going to go through

without doing further harm to the

than it is today, with pressure on politicians

said. “There’s no doubt that we can’t accept

tough, hard times in the next two years,”

environment? “The private sector is better

to act. “I think we need to make air travel

a situation where have extreme wealth

he concluded.
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Technology – 'a powerful
dynamic for the future'
TFWA President Erik Juul-Mortensen
opened yesterday’s Conference
with his traditional State of the
Industry Address. Each year, JuulMortensen offers his assessment of
the geopolitical and macro-economic
situation affecting the travel retail
industry, and yesterday gave a snapshot
view of where the industry hopes to be
in the not-too-distant future.

The one cabin bag policy applied by some

Smartphones and social media

it is forecast that 150 million consumers will

low-cost carriers in Europe is another central

Juul-Mortensen devoted the remainder

be using a smartphone.

issue. With some LCCs refusing to allow

of his address to the importance of

“The way is open now to huge social media

more than one carry-on bag without the

technology and social media. “Connect

audiences thanks to 650 million Facebook

passenger paying a fee, spend per head

with customers and they will connect

users and Twitter sending 95 million daily

has fallen by up to 40% at some airports

you with others,” he said. “It used to be

‘tweets’. What does this mean for us? It

affected. “It’s a threat that cannot be

about the three Ps – product, price and

creates opportunities to generate word of

ignored,” said Juul-Mortensen. “It is also

promotion. Today, social media, such as

mouth,” explained Juul-Mortensen.

vital for industry trade associations to look

Facebook and Twitter, has changed the

Smartphones are already used to fulfil

inwardly and prepare for the future. At

rules of engagement. It’s about gaining

many of the functions associated with travel

TFWA, we are ready to play our part in the

advocacy and getting consumers to shout

– to book and pay for tickets, to check-in, to

“As an industry, we’re ambitious and

‘Brand New World’. We recently undertook

and do marketing for you.”

receive boarding passes and even to board

optimistic,” he commented. Global travel

a strategic review and we plan over the next

Some of the figures are impressive.

the aircraft. The next evolution for airlines

retail sales reached US$39 billion in 2010

couple of months to consult with

By the end of this year, global sales of

is not far away, with many planning to sell

and Juul-Mortensen explained that this is

other industry associations on how to

smartphones will be greater than those of

tickets via social media. This is important as

expected to reach US$44 billion. “That is

move forward.”

PCs. Meanwhile, by 2015, in the US alone,

a recent ACI EUROPE survey indicated that

dwarfed by the sales of US$64 billion that

64% of member airports use social media,

are expected in 2015 – a compound annual

while 82% of travellers are on Facebook,

growth rate of 10.4%,” he said.
Airports Council International (ACI)
forecasts average annual passenger growth
of 4.7% to 2015. With the travel retail
industry looking towards a 10.4% growth
rate, Juul-Mortensen emphasised that
to achieve that, sales per passenger and
penetration will need to increase.
He also stressed that the threats posed by the
World Health Organization (WHO) remain alive
and real. Duty free tobacco sales, in particular,
are under threat – a concern with tobacco a

"Today, social
media, such as
Facebook and
Twitter, has
changed the
rules of
engagement"

key category in its own right and also a footfall

associations have been looking at addressing
these threats,” commented Juul-Mortensen.
8 – TFWA DAILY

Juul-Mortensen also said that interactive
digital signage that recognises passengers
and informs them of retail offers is a
reality that will become familiar to us all.
“We have arrived at a watershed moment
in the evolution of our industry. We no
longer have the luxury of time to wonder
if the new world of social media is good or
bad, or whether we should adapt it – we
have no choice. Technology is a powerful
dynamic for the future. It is an asset in
capturing growth from our industry’s

driver into shops. “The WHO is also taking
a critical look at liquor sales. Our industry

meaning the industry needs to catch-up.

dynamics – growing passenger numbers,
Juul-Mortensen emphasised the threats being faced by
the travel retail industry, including those to duty free
liquor and tobacco sales, and the one cabin bag policy
being implemented by some low-cost carriers in Europe.

a universal desire for self-indulgence,
reward or gifting, and a love for our
brands,” he concluded.
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Norsa: “The
luxury industry
is still growing
in double-digits.
In the last 18 to
20 months,
we’ve been
experiencing
tremendous
growth.”

A changing world
Michele Norsa, chief executive officer,
Salvatore Ferragamo, offered his
perspective on how a traditional
luxury brand can adapt to a changing
world and the new profile of emerging
consumers. A family-run company
with 80 years of history, Salvatore
Ferragamo recently became what
Norsa described as “a family-public
company”, following an IPO (Initial
Public Offering) in June. The fact that
the IPO successfully went through
amidst the current global economic
situation speaks volumes about the
success of the brand.

Norsa addressed how to make
duty free and travel retail more
exciting, highlighting some
clear ideas, including creating
an exclusive environment and
clean airports, with a luxury
experience and product
mix being key.

“Salvatore Ferragamo is a brand with

and planes. I believe airports are the new

Luxury experience

extraordinary global awareness, and with

shopping cathedrals,” commented Norsa.

Norsa also addressed how to make duty free

contemporary inspiration and timeless

“Another special thing about airports is that

and travel retail more exciting, highlighting

style,” said Norsa. “We are also a ‘hot’

you have time. I don’t have an hour to spend

some clear ideas, including creating an

brand. A few years ago, we would not

shopping downtown, for example, but once

exclusive environment and clean airports,

have imagined that someone like Lady

in the airport, we have time to spend

with a luxury experience and product mix

Gaga would be pictured dressed from

before flying.”

being key. “The atmosphere you can breathe

head to toe in Salvatore Ferragamo, as

He described airports as “economic growth

at London Heathrow’s Terminal 5 is very

she was recently.”

drivers”. “The luxury industry is still growing

impressive. Singapore Changi is a very

Salvatore Ferragamo is present in 100 world

in double-digits. In the last 18 to 20 months,

advanced airport and is constantly working on

markets and 150 travel retail locations.

we’ve been experiencing tremendous

new retail environments,” he said.

More than 50% of the company’s revenues

growth,” he said.

Making the traveller feel that they are in a

come from Asia.

While mature markets, such as Japan,

luxury retail space is crucial, with the visual

“When I speak of travel retail, I have an

Europe and the US, will continue to grow,

merchandising, fixtures and sales associates

incredible attraction towards airports

it will not be at the same rate as that being

all having an important role to play. Norsa said

seen in Asia. Norsa believes the growing

that the retail quality should be comparable to

number of Asian travellers presents a real

famous luxury shopping streets, such as Bond

opportunity for travel retail. He referred

Street or Madison Avenue.

to “the China factor”. “I believe there will

So what is the future of the luxury industry?

be around 60 million Chinese travellers

Norsa concluded that it will continue to show

this year. Chinese travellers are strongly

double-digit growth. “It’s not going to be easy

brand-oriented and this is being boosted

– it’s going to take a lot of effort. Strong brands

by fast-growing spending power,” he

will get stronger, store sizes will become

commented. “Indulge Chinese customers

larger, and consumers will ask to be impressed

through European style and Asian service.

– they will want to see the history of brands and

By combining these excellent tools, we can

the diversification of products. As an industry,

perform even better.”

we need to be confident,” he said.

BMW
courtesy
cars
12 – TFWA DAILY

TFWA would like to thank BMW
for providing courtesy cars
under a special partnership
during this year’s
TFWA World Exhibition.
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The global
economy

uncertain in Australia and finally, there is

Inflation is a big temptation. It boosts

a heatwave in Asia.

consumption, as people know a product will

Garelli also identified two types of economy.

be more expensive in a few months time.”

Firstly, a replacement economy, where a

Referring to the US, Garelli explained that

purchase replaces an existing product –

in 2010, it had a budget deficit of US$1,560

this means that in a period of recession,

billion – 8.9% of GDP. In 2010, the country

consumers can avoid buying a product

also had the lowest fiscal revenues in 40

without reducing their standard of living.

years. “How to raise taxation will be a big

Secondly, there is a first-buy economy,

issue in next US election,” commented

“We are changing the rules of the game,

whereby a product is being purchased for

Garelli. He added that government

emerging from enterprise capitalism and

the first time. “So the world economy is

spending is a global issue.

shareholder value to state capitalism and

split in two,” said Garelli. “In advanced

The way forward is to “think globally,

economic nationalism. The real challenge

markets, the attitude is ‘I want it’, and in

act locally and panic internally!” he said.

we're going to have is to work better with

emerging markets it is ‘I need it’.”

“Select the right niche in which you can be

governments,” he commented. “Do we risk

According to Garelli, the social cost of the

successful and select the right market.

a double-dip? While the recession is over,

global economic situation is a “timebomb”.

the consequences of it are not.”

Unemployment in the US currently stands

In explaining the current global financial

at 9% and in Europe it is 9.7%. Garelli

situation, Garelli presented a ‘world

described the 20.7% youth unemployment

economy weather map’, which showed that

in Europe as “even more disquieting”. That

the forecast is stormy in the US, uncertain

figure stands at 18.5% in the US. “If we

in Europe (but good in Germany and

don’t provide jobs to the young, we have a

Garelli said there is currently a two-tier

Scandinavia), rainy in Britain, improving in

problem,” he said. “Inflation is also on the

economy, with governments “swimming

Latin America, there is a wind of change

radar screen. It will be with is in emerging

in debt” and “companies doing very well”.

in North Africa, it is stormy in Russia,

economies and it is going to be tough.

Stephane Garelli, economist and
business school professor, closed
yesterday’s TFWA Conference
with an engaging perspective on
the global economic situation. In
seeking to offer a view on the world
outlook for 2011 and beyond, he
first looked back on “an incredible
decade”, highlighting that
Wikipedia, Facebook, the iPad
and YouTube are all less than
10 years old.

02

01 Garelli said there is currently a two-tier economy,
with governments “swimming in debt” and
“companies doing very well”.
02 In explaining the current global financial situation,
Garelli presented a ‘world economy weather map’, which
showed that the forecast is stormy in the US, uncertain
in Europe (but good in Germany and Scandinavia), rainy
in Britain, improving in Latin America, there is a wind of
change in North Africa, it is stormy in Russia, uncertain
in Australia and finally, there is a heatwave in Asia.

SHOW OPENS

Immediately following yesterday morning’s conference, Mayor of Cannes Bernard Brochand cut the ribbon to officially
open this year’s TFWA World Exhibition. He was joined by the conference speakers and the TFWA Board.
14 – TFWA DAILY
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Cigar
celebration
Habanos yesterday hosted a special gala dinner
at the Baoli Restaurant Port Pierre Canto,
which was dedicated to the introduction of the
latest products to the company’s cigar portfolio.
Pictured are Tony Hoevenaars, managing
director, Cubacigar Benelux, and Javier Terrés,
development vice president, Habanos.

MARS RE-BRANDING PARTY
Over 140 guests attended the Mars ITR reception at
the Hotel Palais Stephanie last night to celebrate
the partnership of Wrigleys and Mars and the
re-branding of M&Ms, featuring yellow as its
signature colour. On stage, the Zenga dance troupe
performed spectacular acrobatics encased in giant
Perspex balls while giant M&M characters moved
around the floor greeting guests.

L-R: Tequila Corralejo's
Raffaele Berardi, CEO;
Elisa Najero and Jasmin
Hernandez, CFO.

MEXICAN DATE

Seen here: Lieke Duijmelings, Mars marketing director with Jack Tabbers, general manager, Mars ITR.

Star Fragrance
Mercedes-Benz and
INCC held a cocktail
party at the Majestic
Hotel in Cannes last
night to introduce
the “new star” in
the perfume world,
a Mercedes-Benz
EDT for men.
16 – TFWA DAILY

“Those who believe there is a lack of innovation in the perfume
industry are about to be proven wrong – we will push the boundaries
of marketing innovation with this masculine EDT,” said Rémy
Deslandes, president, INCC Parfums. “The license is a huge honour
and responsibility for us, as the fragrance is helping Mercedes-Benz to
expand further into the luxury lifestyle market."
Deslandes went onto explain how he had devised five key steps to
enhance the scent’s chances of success.
“First of all, it is important to maintain good relationships with clients
and partners,” he said. “Secondly, you need a great fragrance. Add to
that a great design. Fourth is implementing a strong marketing strategy
and fifth is building partnerships with suppliers. I would like to thank all
those who contributed to the development of this fragrance.”
The product is based around established brand pillars of responsibility,
fascination and perfection, and the scent contains rare ingredients
such as violet, mandarin and spices, along with leather to provide a
link to the automotive world. But that’s not all from INCC: In just two
weeks time, the company will begin planning the next Mercedes-Benz
fragrance launch, which is rumoured to be a feminine scent.

Guests at The Spirits Business Awards, held early
yesterday evening at the Carlton Beach Restaurant
opposite the Hotel Carlton, had the opportunity
to win dinner with the former Miss Mexico and
Tequila Corralejo brand ambassador, Elisa Najera.
The Travel Retail Masters and Vodka Masters 2011
awards were sponsored again by Tequila Corralejo
to the exciting rhythms of a Mexican mariachi band.

new technology
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The modern day passenger’s
willingness to embrace new
technology to enhance their airport
experience has opened the door
to a new approach to encouraging
passenger spend in the airport
environment.
Ranging from standalone kiosks to mobile
applications, a new range of interactive
services has emerged, empowering the
passenger, improving wayfinding and, in
turn, freeing up time to explore the retail
facilities in the airport.
At Munich Airport, for instance, six
‘InfoGates’ have this year been introduced

Tarneaud: “In the future, with geolocation, the
app will know where you are and the passenger
will be able to receive promotional offers on
their mobile phone.”

to allow passengers to communicate via
videoconference with an information service
representative, who can provide detailed
information on the airport’s retail offer.
Seventeen more touchscreen ‘Interactive
InfoGates’ have also been implemented to
provide details on the airport’s retail and
food and beverage (F&B) facilities and offer
custom-made directions to an outlet of the
passenger’s choice.
The increasing popularity of apps for the
likes of the iPhone, BlackBerry and Android
platforms has also been embraced by
airports as way of providing easy access to
an array of retail information.
Aéroports de Paris is among the airport
authorities to have recognised the potential
of such a service and in July, the ‘My Way
Aéroports de Paris’ app was introduced for
passengers travelling through Paris-Charles
de Gaulle Airport.
This app is divided into four sections –
Routes, Leisure, Services and Favourites

New technology
and innovation key
to sales growth

– and allows passengers to determine their
position in the terminal; obtain directions
to various useful destinations; obtain
information about the location of leisure and
services areas; and save past searches in
the ‘Favourites’ section for future reference.
“When you are in control of the information

As the travel retail industry continually seeks fresh approaches to increasing
travel retail sales, new technologies and innovative marketing strategies
have been identified as having a vital role to play. Ryan Ghee reports.

you need, it gives you additional time in
the airport and you’re then much more

shops,” explained Olivier Tarneaud, head of

as shops and restaurants, and highlights

The outcome was a tangible increase in

likely to go and buy something in the

marketing, Aéroports de Paris.

the distance to those points and provides

sales of Johnnie Walker Double Black. “The

While the app has initially been introduced

directions to navigate to them.

campaign exceeded Diageo’s expectations,
delivering sales of double the target set

on a trial basis, plans are in place to

Ellvers: “The campaign exceeded Diageo’s expectations,
delivering sales of double the target set for the period.”
18 – TFWA DAILY

integrate it permanently with the wider

Promotional innovation

for the period,” explained Venetia Ellvers,

‘My Way’ app and expand its use to cover

Beyond the adoption of new technologies,

category development manager, Europe

both Paris-Charles de Gaulle and Paris

widespread passenger-focused promotional

GTME, Diageo. “We have seen a particularly

Orly airports. At this time, the potential of

events are also playing a vital role in providing

encouraging uptake of the new Johnnie

the ‘Leisure’ function within the app will be

an enhanced experience and encouraging

Walker Double Black brand, driving higher

furthered, offering retailers the possibility of

spend. One such example can be found at

transaction values for Schiphol Retail and

direct interaction with the passenger.

Amsterdam Airport Schiphol, where a ‘Trinity

also driving extra value into the Johnnie

“In the future, with geolocation, the app will

Approach’ – comprising Schiphol Retail,

Walker trademark.”

know where you are and the passenger will

Schiphol Media and Diageo – led to the

The Trinity Approach, Ellvers explained,

be able to receive promotional offers on their

development of the Johnnie Walker ‘Step Inside

with all three partners fully involved, was

mobile phone. We will be able to introduce

the Circuit’ campaign.

vitally important to the success of the

banners within the app for advertising, but

The campaign, which was undertaken this

campaign, as it “enabled the maximum

this will have to be intelligent advertising,

summer, was inspired by Johnnie Walker’s

scale to be achieved and unlocked a host

which directly benefits the passenger,”

sponsorship of the Vodafone McLaren Mercedes

of opportunities that wouldn’t have existed

Tarneaud added.

Formula 1 team. Starting on the forecourt

without us working together”.

Highlighting the popularity of such apps,

and continuing through check-in and into the

As airports, retailers and brand

Aéroports de Paris is not the only authority

departure lounge, images and video footage of

owners continually seek to explore new

to offer such a facility and Copenhagen

both the Formula 1 team and Johnnie Walker

opportunities to drive sales, and as the

Airport recently became the first airport

products and branding were complemented

passenger demands more control over

to offer an augmented reality application

by a replica of the racing car, race outfit and

an enhanced airport experience, close

for iPhone users. This allows passengers

steering wheel, while VIP grand prix tickets

collaboration and a combination of both

to ‘scan’ the terminal using their

were offered through a competition. iPads were

new technologies and marketing innovation

iPhone camera. The camera then takes

also strategically located to help promote the

appear to hold an important key to

photographs of points of interest, such

Johnnie Walker brand.

increasing both footfall and sales.

leisure and social activities
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SOCIAL SCENE
The leisure and social programme at TFWA World Exhibition provides many
of the highlights of the week. This year sees the 10th anniversary of The
Scene, with a special Birthday Party planned on Wednesday night and a
spectacular closing night on Thursday.

Le Premium
Evening
Thursday 22 September, 19:30
Palm Beach

Drinks
International
Travel Retail
Awards
Tuesday 20 September,
18:00 - 20:00
Bay Restaurant
Drinks and canapés will be served from
18:00, with the awards being announced
at 18:45 sharp.

Always a highlight of the

Wednesday 21 September,
18:30 - 22:30
Hôtel Martinez

Tuesday 20 to Thursday 22
September, 22:00-02:00

The Scene celebrates its 10th
anniversary this year. The luxurious
private venue on the beach is
established as the focal point for late
night socialising. Two very special
events take place this year:

Birthday Party
A night of celebration aiming to recognise
outstanding examples of marketing,
innovation and retail excellence.
Dress code: Black tie
Ticket holders only

Evening will be truly
spectacular. The evening
includes a black tie gala
dinner and a private concert
by world-renowned, award-

Riviera Beach

��th Frontier
Awards

week, this year’s Le Premium

Entrance by
invitation only
(please note that
your exhibition
badge must be
presented)

Wednesday 21 September
A special night for a very special
anniversary – The Scene, sponsored by
TFWA, will celebrate its 10th birthday in

style. We promise you an unforgettable
evening with an exclusive selection of
music and exciting entertainment. So
make sure you join everyone to mark
10 years of passion, panache and great
festivities at The Scene n°10!

winning singer-songwriter
James Blunt. It will provide
a fitting finale to a
successful week.
Dress code: Black tie

Closing Night

Entrance by invitation only

Thursday 22 September

(part of full delegate status)
Shuttle service available

The festivities will reach a crescendo
on Thursday night with a performance
from an international live band – The
White Cats! Don’t miss out – come and
join in the fun, dance the night away and
celebrate this milestone anniversary.
See you there!

from all major hotels.
Seats are limited. Please
visit Le Premium Evening
desk before 3pm on
Thursday to book
your table.
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Dublin T� drives DAA's
commercial vision
The commercial facilities in the
5600 million Terminal 2 befit what
is one of the world’s most modern
airport terminals. Covering an
area of 8,500sqm, a combination of
high-end fashion and unique local
brands are complemented by a
diverse F&B offering.

The vast retail and food & beverage (F&B) offer in
Dublin Airport’s Terminal 2 – which opened last
November – highlights the importance that the
Dublin Airport Authority (DAA) has placed on the
development of commercial revenues, as Paul
Neeson, DAA retail director, explained to Ryan Ghee.

critical to the DAA,” Neeson explained. “The
landing charges at Dublin Airport are among
the lowest in Europe and well below what
you would expect for an airport of this size.
Generating commercial revenue is critical,
not just in terms of contributing to the cost of
this new facility, but also for developing the
future business model for the DAA.”
Having set a new retail and F&B
benchmark with the development of
Terminal 2, Neeson outlined that the DAA
will not rest on its laurels, but will instead
turn its attentions to Terminal 1.
He concluded: “The next stage for us is to
develop and revamp the retail facilities in
Terminal 1 and we feel that we have a big
opportunity to do that.”

In keeping with the DAA’s commercial
branding, the facilities operate under the

at the right price. It was also interesting that

name ‘The Loop’ and according to Neeson,

they made it clear that they were looking for

this branding encapsulates the DAA’s

good entertainment as well.”

dedication to offering the best possible retail
experience to every passenger who passes

‘Strong competition’

through Dublin Airport.

Despite the terminal opening amid a tough

As well as a dedication to quality, a price

economic backdrop, Neeson explained that

commitment is also in place, ensuring that

interest from retailers was very high and

“we will never be beaten by downtown prices”.

this allowed the DAA to effectively handpick

Innovation has also been placed at the heart

the portfolio of brands that it felt would suit

of the development, while a high level of

its target market. “There really was strong

customer service and a dynamic events

competition and this gave us the chance to

programme are also highlighted as being key.

carefully consider the type of offering we

On first impression, innovation is perhaps

wanted for passengers using T2. In terms

the most obvious of these principles. The

of F&B, we’ve brought in some of the best

Irish Whiskey Collection, for instance, offers

of our local brands and we’ve combined

a selection of more than 125 Irish whiskeys,

this with something more cosmopolitan and

while The Slaney bar offers panoramic views

European as well,” he said.

across the airfield. Leading brands such as

Alongside well-known brands such as

Hugo Boss and Pandora are also present

Burger King, innovative F&B concepts have

alongside the likes of House of Ireland and

also been introduced through the likes of the

Irish Memories.

Chocolate Lounge, which offers consumers

Neeson said: “We aim to offer the best of

a variety of chocolate-based drinks and

the department store and shopping mall

snacks on a sushi-style conveyor belt.

experience to the passenger and we’re

While the average passenger dwell time in

dedicated to offering them well-known,

the commercial area of Terminal 1 stood at

quality brands. We’ve tried to make it very

nine minutes last year, the aim for Terminal

customer-focused. We spent a lot of time

2 is to at least double this as the DAA seeks

talking to our customers and what came back

to enhance the share of income derived from

was that they were looking for good P&C

commercial sources.

(Perfumes and Cosmetics) and great brands

“Non-aeronautical revenues are absolutely

Maxxium
Travel
Retail
charity
fun run
At 7am yesterday morning, when most
of TFWA World Exhibition’s finest
travel retail executives were still on
their first espresso, a large Maxxium
Travel Retail team was assembling
at first light outside the Carlton for a
Maxxium Travel Retail charity ‘fun’
run in aid of Women in Travel Retail.
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The Irish Whiskey Collection – which offers a selection of more than 125 Irish whiskeys – highlights the way in which the
DAA has embraced innovation in the Terminal 2 retail offer.

“A group of Maxxium colleagues have been
running for many years, so we thought
we might enthusiastically embrace it this
year and energise more team members
to join, along with brand owners from
Edrington Group and Beam,” said Mariska
van Beukering, Maxxium Travel Retail’s
marketing manager. Each ‘volunteer’
donated an entry fee with agreement from
Maxxium to double the figure raised.
The run took off on time and headed east
along the Croisette past the Palm Beach

passionately want to integrate with this

led from start to finish by Keith Bonnington,

run – while we are enjoying this wonderful

director Middle East and South Africa,

environment in the South of France,

Edrington and a disparate group of

not everybody is so fortunate,” said van

varying competitiveness.

Beukering at the end of the run, confirming

“Some people have been training for this

that Maxxium Travel Retail had in fact

one for some time, but it is maybe because

agreed to triple the sum raised.

others are not really geared up for so much

And the distance covered? Let’s say 10km...

exercise that it is a big challenge,” said a

(based on the same principles

‘charitable’ van Beukering.

of taking the Maxxium figure and

“The charity element is a good cause we

doubling/tripling).
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Exhibitor
addendum
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage

LES ATELIERS DE LA MAILLE – Blue Village D3
Contact:................................... Gary Spilet
Tel:.......................................... +33 142 338 583
Email:...................................... gary.spilet@lesateliersdelamaille.com
Address: 42 rue des Jeuneurs, Paris, 75002, France

PIANA CLERICO SINCE 1582 – Yellow Village E42
Contact:................................... Gérard Laboisse
Tel:.......................................... +39 015 355 517
Email:...................................... glaboisse@gmail.com
Address: Via Milano 82, Biella, 13900, Italy

Fragrances & Cosmetics

NOUGAT LONDON – Riviera Village RE3
Contact:................................... Philippa Thomas
Tel:.......................................... +44 207 323 2222
Email:...................................... pipt@nougatlondon.co.uk
Address: 5th floor, 19/20 Berners Street, London, W1T 3NW, UK

NUXE – Blue Village F23
Contact:................................... Géraldine Pra
Tel:.......................................... +33 153 530 750
Email:...................................... gpra@nuxe.com
Address: 19 rue Péclet, Paris, 75015, France

Wine & Spirits

FOLLADOR PROSECCO – Blue Village G13
Contact:................................... Naomi Wood
Tel:.......................................... +39 (0)4 381 890 653
Email:...................................... naomi@follador.co.uk
Address: Via Gravette 42, Col San Martino, Treviso, 31010, Italy

MOSES VODKA – Yellow Village E30
Contact:................................... Nadav David
Tel:.......................................... +358 505 004 443
Email:...................................... nadav.david@globaldrinksfinland.com
Address: Puistokatu 3 A 2, Helsinki, 00140, Finland
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dubai duty free
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01 According to the ACRS 2010 study,
the average spend for departing
passengers in airports with a capacity
of 30 million passengers or more was
US$27.1. Meanwhile, Dubai Duty Free’s
spend per head is around US$47 per
departing passenger, with the aim to
increase that to US$50.

01

02 Colm McLoughlin, Executive Vice
Chairman, Dubai Duty Free and George
Horan, President of Dubai Duty Free.

Dubai Duty
Free retains
No.� position
Dubai Duty Free is on track for another record
year in 2011, having retained its position as the
world’s single largest airport retailer in 2010.
Sales to the end of August were up 17% year-onyear to US$927 million, and sales for the year
are expected to reach US$1.4 billion, as Colm
McLoughlin, Executive Vice Chairman, Dubai Duty
Free, explained to Ross Falconer.
Dubai Duty Free continues to
focus on driving sales, increasing
spend per head for both arriving
and departing passengers, and
increasing penetration.

service. McLoughlin said: “There have been

English,” explained McLoughlin. “We are

some great examples of our staff taking the

increasing our Chinese signage as well,

programme to the highest level and being

and we have improved the positioning and

benchmarked for doing so. What’s more, the

display of high demand products, such as

staff are having great fun with the scheme

Chungwa cigarettes. Chungwa is the No.1

and there are a lot of ‘Gotcha!’ events taking

top selling single product at Dubai Duty Free

place that are initiated by our staff. Our

right now.”

Training Department is already looking at

Arrival sales are also very important and

refining the programme for next year.”

across all three terminals account for

Indian passengers have always been an

around 9% of Dubai Duty Free’s total sales,

important part of the passenger mix, and

which is significant. The operator is focusing

continue to be so. “The figures indicate

on driving more sales through arrivals,

that there are more high-spending Indian

particularly in Terminal 3 where the retail

travellers and of course we need to

offer is not as visible as it would wish. “We

capture their spend as much as possible,”

have tried to counteract this in a number of

commented McLoughlin.

ways and I believe it is working as our sales

He added that Chinese travellers are also

in arrivals T3 are up by 12% so far this year,”

increasing and that they are very brand

said McLoughlin.

orientated, opting for the luxury end of the
product range. For example, the majority

‘Exciting retail environment’

of luxury watches are now purchased by

Plans for Dubai International Airport

Chinese travellers. “We continue to employ

include expansion of Terminal 2 and

Chinese staff and try to ensure that we

the construction of a new Concourse 4.

maximise their presence to coincide with

Retail will play an important part in these

Chinese flights. We also have Chinese staff

development plans. Looking at Terminal

that provide shopping assistance for groups

2 alone, with the advent of Flydubai, the

day-to-day running of the operation.

of Chinese travellers, which is a great help

passenger profile has changed dramatically.

“The new designations are very much in line

for those passengers who may have limited

There is an increase in those wishing to

with our future development. I continue to

fly on short haul trips and they do so more

have overall responsibility for the airport

frequently. “Our retail offer in Terminal

retail operation and our subsidiary business,

2 has changed accordingly and our sales

including The Irish Village and the new hotel

are up by 33% so far this year. We have

According to the ACRS 2010 study, the

which is due to open later this year, the

already undertaken a small revamp earlier

average spend for departing passengers

Jumeirah Creekside hotel. George takes on

this year and we now have plans in place

in airports with a capacity of 30 million

the day-to-day running of the operation and

for a redevelopment of T2, which we are

passengers or more was US$27.1.

overseeing the expansion programmes,”

finalising,” commented McLoughlin. “The

Meanwhile, Dubai Duty Free’s spend

said McLoughlin. “With all of the expansion

plans for Concourse 3 are in place and

per head is around US$47 per departing

plans in full swing, it is important that we

we think that is going to be a very exciting

passenger, with the aim to increase that

have a senior management team in place

retail environment. Looking further ahead,

to US$50. “Similarly, our penetration level

that has the resources and responsibilities

Concourse 4 is a new development and we

is around 51%, against the average for

to drive through the growth plans. The

are working with Dubai Airports on the retail

all non-EU international passengers of

new designations allow for a management

offer in this new facility.”

26%, but we want to increase penetration

structure that can grow; it is succession

Passenger figures for this year are expected

further, especially in arrivals,” explained

planning if you like.”

to reach 50.9 million – an increase of around

McLoughlin.

9% over last year. With the completion of

New designations at Dubai Duty Free

Great customer service

Concourse 3 in 2012, the passenger capacity

were announced in July, with McLoughlin

Dubai Duty Free has a strong focus on

will reach 75 million and eventually by 2020,

becoming Executive Vice Chairman with

good customer service and launched its

Dubai International Airport will be able to

overall responsibility for the airport retail

‘Gotcha!’ training initiative in March this

handle close to 100 million passengers. “The

operation and its subsidiary businesses, and

year. The aim of the programme is to raise

plans are fantastic and we are excited to be

George Horan being appointed President of

customer service and reward individual

Dubai Duty Free with responsibility for the

employees who deliver an outstanding

02

part of these short and long-term plans,”
said McLoughlin.
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Leading
companies
come to
Cannes

01

02

There are many key brands either exhibiting for the first
time at this year’s TFWA World Exhibition, or returning
after an absence. Here, we profile a selection.

Wilde Group 01

Gérard Bertrand 02

Ambassadeurs Village U12

Red Village K11

Who are you?

awareness. Moreover, we are proud to

Who are you?

consolidation and expansion.

The Wilde Group, with its award-winning

present our new fragrance – ‘le nouveau

Gérard Bertrand is a reputed award-winning

The growing consumption and interest

brands LCN and MONTEIL, offers high

parfum’ by MONTEIL – and where could

winemaker based in Narbonne, in the South

in wines in mainland China is of specific

quality cosmetic products and services.

we do this better than in Cannes, the

of France. Gérard Bertrand is the owner of

interest. We are also observing significant

Founded in 1985, the Wilde Group has

international hot spot for beauty experts.

six estates covering 600 acres, including

growth potential in many other regions,

exceptional single vineyards.

including the Middle East and the Americas.

acquired over 26 years of experience and
know-how within the international cosmetic

What are your objectives?

market. With the takeover of the facial care

We hope to reach a new clientele

Who buys your products?

What are your objectives?

brand MONTEIL in 2006, two traditional

and broaden our degree of popularity.

We export to 65 countries worldwide

To consolidate our presence in travel retail.

brands were united under the Wilde Group

Further, we see Cannes as a chance to

in Europe, the Americas, the Middle

The company already supplies Aelia and

Corporation.

acquire new business contacts and gain

East and Asia, including China, Japan

Dufry, as well as ferries, cruise lines, and

additional distributors for our LCN and

and Korea. Distribution in travel retail

many airlines, such as Air France KLM,

Who buys your products?

MONTEIL products. Also, as we are entering

includes airport retail, airline catering,

Lufthansa, Korean Air, and many others.

Our products are developed by professionals

the perfume segment with MONTEIL ‘le

ferries and cruise lines.

Agreements with several travel retail

and used by experts. We mainly address

nouveau parfum’, we would like use the

Gérard Bertrand’s products are targeted

industry giants are currently underway.

studios and salons in the field of beauty and

opportunity of this exhibition to introduce

towards connoisseurs, wine enthusiasts and

foot care. Yet also within our target ‘end-

our new fragrance.

image seekers, experimental wine drinkers,

What is your USP?

customers interested in sustainable

Gérard Bertrand is a charismatic and

development, trendy young professionals

talented winemaker of international

and pleasure seekers.

repute, specialist in premium wines

consumer’, the demand for our products has
grown impressively throughout recent years.

What is your Unique
Selling Point (USP)?

Why exhibit now?

Full service – no limit is our success

As an expert in the field of hand, nail and

philosophy. Top quality products and

Why exhibit now?

Values inherited from Gérard Bertrand’s

foot care for over 26 years, the Wilde Group

services meet this claim. Many revolutionary

We have an appropriate wine portfolio for

career as a high-level international rugby

has today reached a potential growth

developments shape our company’s history.

travel retail. We have observed significant

player include leadership, commitment

which conveys the feeling that it is now the

Our light-curing resin systems are still

growth in our travel retail sales volume

and conviviality.

time to further expand our level of brand

unsurpassed worldwide.

in recent months, and it is time for

Red Village M24
w w w. t r a v e l - b l u e . c o m
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from the South of France.
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03

04

HEDIARD 03

SIRPEA SPA 04

Red Village M29

Green Village L61

Who are you?

Who buys your products?

Who are you?

What are your objectives?

The story of HEDIARD begins with Ferdinand

All travellers, men and women, who wish

S.I.R.P.E.A. was established in 1946. It is

Worldwide sales network expansion.

Hediard, a forerunner in the discovery of

to offer refined presents – the symbolic

a privately-owned family business and its

exotic products for the Parisian market. In

expression of the French gastronomy.

president is Dr. Dario Belletti. It is located on

What is your USP?

the outskirts of Milan (near Linate Airport).

Highly innovative treatments for skin,

the flagship store in Place de la Madeleine,

Why exhibit now?

Its factory measures 5,000sqm.

strongly characterised with unique

where it still stands, acting as a timeless

The return of HEDIARD to TFWA World

S.I.R.P.E.A. has been the sole agent for the

identities, and of perfumery, toiletries and

symbol of French gastronomic tradition.

Exhibition marks the first stage of

Italian market of prestige perfumery brands

wellness lines.

HEDIARD offers a wide choice of authentic

the deployment of the new ‘HEDIARD

such as Estée Lauder, Paco Rabanne, Puig,

delicatessen products, including fine

concept’. There is a strong focus on brand

Dunhill, Carven, Benetton, Goutal

groceries, confectionery, wines and spirits,

development worldwide, in particular

and Valmont.

teas and coffees, fruits, jams and jellies,

through travel retail.

1854, he opened his first store and in 1872,

Who buys your products?

oils, foie gras, caviar and gift sets.
HEDIARD has developed into one of the

What are your objectives?

Our market is very selective and our final

most internationally renowned brands in the

To make contact with followers of the brand

customer is high-spending.

world. It is present in 26 countries in Europe,

– the symbol of excellence in fine food; that

Asia, the Middle East, America and Africa,

is to say with the whole tax free world.

Why exhibit now?
Because we have new products with raw

throughout almost 100 selling points.
HEDIARD is also a member of Comité

What is your USP?

materials of the highest level. The main

Colbert, representing the 75 most famous

We are the oldest French House in

reasons are to give to these new products

French luxury houses. Their common quest

luxury grocery.

the greatest possible dissemination with

is to combine tradition and modernity,

highly selective identities.

craftsmanship and creativity, history
and innovation.
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BUYER
FEEDBACK

“I come here every year and this time I am looking
for major cosmetics and fragrance brands. We never
fail to find something new. Plus, it is an opportunity
for us to provide feedback to suppliers on their
new launches.” Jason Cao, manager-perfumes &
cosmetics, Sunrise Duty Free.

“Our company, which is very active on cruise lines,
specialises in fine food, but we are concentrating on
increasing our confectionery offer. We are also looking to
introduce perfumes, spirits and wines and to enlarge the
offer in general. This is an important opportunity for us
to meet suppliers and especially local producers.” Giulio
Candiotto, ship & catering supply key account manager,
Ligabue Catering.

“We are establishing a new duty free venture at Marasalam International Airport in Egypt, which feeds into a new luxury
resort. It is located 250km from Hurghada, and passenger numbers have increased by 47%, so there is huge potential
there. Passengers are mostly Italian, German and French, but there is a mixture of all nationalities. We are looking
for products from all categories to fill the space.” From left to right: Overseas Duty Free’s Abdel Kader Katamish, vice
president; Mervat Abdel Salam, purchasing general manager; and Ahmed Essa, operation general manager.

“Fashion jewellery and accessories for ground shops
and inflight are my focus this year. I am staying for the
duration of the exhibition and I have a very busy diary
full of meetings.” Denny Hui, vice president – product
planning and Strategy Division, King Power.

‘We are very busy for the three days we are here as we
are looking for new business. We are always looking for
new eye-catching branding in order to keep the offer
fresh.” The Flying Emporium’s Michelle Tsen, assistant
manager perfume & cosmetics and Serena Ngiam,
assistant manager merchandising.
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Lacoste’s
New Look
Devanlay Lacoste held a press conference
on its new-look stand yesterday morning
to explain the vision and strategy
for the brand.
“Our goals are ambitious – we want to
double our global turnover and open 300
points of sale between 2009 and 2014,”
said Catherine Bonelli, international
travel retail director.
Key points of interest on the larger stand

after watching a boxing match when a fighter

include the Polo Wall and Polo Bar, which

was hit in the face and ice was immediately

Airline
Approved
Eye Care

is designed to showcase the three different
fits, including the iconic L.12.12 shape, and
a variety of colours.
“We have rolled this out in three flagship
locations around the world – in New York,
Paris and Germany – and we hope it will be

applied to his eye to reduce the inflammation.”
While people travelling through airports
aren’t likely to be suffering from any boxingrelated injuries, the product’s abilities to
target puffiness, wrinkles and dark spots will
certainly appeal. Indeed, it is officially the

a hit in travel retail too, as it is accessible

Problem-solving skincare specialist

favourite eye care of airline stewardess around

and clever for storage,” said Bonelli.

Christian Breton is enjoying huge success

the world. There are 12 products in the range,

With a new creative director onboard,

with its latest range of eye care products,

each targeting a specific eye-related bugbear.

Portuguese fashion designer Felipe Oliveira

which are based around the principles

“It is difficult to stand out, but we have

of cryotherapy.

managed to achieve this by being a medical

taking a fresh direction. The vibrant Spring/

inflight collection, which includes the

“This describes the use of cold in medicine

beauty brand,” said Barrot. “Most retailers

Summer 2012 collection, which is the first

foldable bag in S, M, L and XL sizes, as well

to cure inflammation, water retention and

don’t have skincare products like ours in their

from Baptista, is effortlessly elegant and

as the shoulder/belt bag and reversible

poor blood circulation plus more,” explained

catalogues and we find that they are attracted

was presented during New York Fashion

belts for men and women.

Carole Barrot, from the export department,

to try something different.”

Baptista, the brand’s clothing line is also

Week in September.
Also on show is Lacoste’s first Lacoste
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Riviera Village RH15

who is pictured left with the man behind the
brand, Christian Breton. “The idea came about

Green Village J41
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Timepiece
immersion

Slim-line time
Avant-garde Swiss watchmaker The Dreyfuss

Other products include the ‘Rotary

Ladies Swiss watchmaker Andre Mouche is

Group is pioneering its new ‘Ultra-slim’

Evolution’ range and the ‘Ceramique

showcasing its new ‘Tara’ range of watches

male and female dress watch collection at

collection’ embossed with resplendent

as part of its campaign at TFWA World

TFWA World Exhibition this week. Boasting

mother of pearl dials and available in a

Exhibition this week. Elegantly handcrafted

a slender 4.85mm stainless steel profile, the

chronograph form.

watch builds on vintage, classic lines from

The Dreyfuss Group is now looking to

Swiss canton of Jura, the product features

remember and you feel a sense of immersion,”

the early Rotary ranges, complemented

continue its growth across domestic and

a slimline strip and a variety of colourful

said Didier Peter of Andre Mouche.

by an impressive two-step dial design with

foreign markets at the exhibition this week.

dials such as black, white, green and pink.

The new ‘Tara’ range sits alongside a new

the option for either a strap or bracelet.

“A new distributor Al Musbah Trading Group

Palladium, yellow or gold plating adds an

‘lipstick’ pendant range, with an intricately

Launching this month, the slim collection

has been found for the local Saudi Arabia

individual touch across all Andre Mouche

embossed gold flower design. Andre

ties up with a new advertising campaign

markets,” said Rohanne Collis, regional

offerings, with only the finest Swarovski

Mouche also celebrates its 50th anniversary

debuting last week, for the company’s

sales manager, The Dreyfuss Group. “We’re

crystals used in the craftsmanship.

with the ‘Gracia’ models, expressing a floral

sponsorship of the 2011/2012 Clipper

continuing our Middle East growth and are

Launching in December 2011/early-January

painted dial, and the ‘Marquise Neolia’

Round the World Yacht Race. Three models,

looking at the emerging markets in Asia and

2012, and to be made available inflight and

range, enhancing its collection of bangle,

including the dazzling GBO8001, featuring

the Far East.”

instore, the inspiration for the new range was

leatherstrip and pendant watches.

a silver strap dial surrounded by an eye

born out of the idea that travel retail customers

“2011 has been a good year for us and we

catching gold bezel, support the campaign.

should feel a sense of belonging and take

are keen to build on this,” explained Peter.

in the company’s own workshops in the

ownership of the gift. “The focus is not luxury
or high level, but as a wonderful gift you

Yellow Village AA17
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Chocolate secrets
Premium Swiss chocolatier Chocolate

A new website www.chocolatefrey.com is

Frey is using TFWA World Exhibition to

due for launch soon inviting customers to

encourage visitors to ‘experience the secret

indulge in their creation of a legacy.

of Frey’. The self-proclaimed chocolate

“Come inside and see what it means to

‘no.1 in Switzerland’ is rejuvenating its

produce products 100% from Switzerland,”

marketing campaign towards the premium

Hoegger added.

duty free market with an assortment of new
delicacies. New ‘Chocobloc’ 5 pack varieties

Blue Village H27

include milk, white, dark, orange and
exclusive dark 72%, and figure alongside
popular assortment and ‘festive’ ranges.

Wandering Monkey

Founded in 1887, Chocolate Frey products
are 100% Swiss sourced – a pivotal USP
in its attempts to broaden their worldwide

Dynamic children’s toy manufacturer The

“Kids want to be creative when they go away,”

distribution channels. “Our aim is to create

Wandering Monkey has an exciting new-

said director Jonathan Corbett. “Education

more brand awareness and upgrade the

fangled play pack and a wider aspiration to

is visual. By making a game, it is turning a

product flavour and design,” said Dominic

enhance its brand awareness. Building on its

holiday into something more interactive. For

Hoegger, group brand manager export.

‘entertainment & education for kids on the

the plane, everything is portable and small,

move’ slogan, the company is introducing

so you can flatpack it and take it away.”

a new ‘games compendium set’ combining

Building on the success of the multi-lingual

snap and happy family games with an

Activity Pack, showcased at last year’s show

assortment of pens, stickers and a colouring

and featuring a scribble pad, washable pens

Innovation and style

case. The company has also launched a new

and match-it game stickers, The Wandering

Trendy fashion jeweller Ella Morissa is

Three new silk shawls portraying six

3D colouring flat packed plane, which besides

Monkey is now focusing its efforts on driving

reviving a cross section of its products with

different time zones from New York to Rio,

being recyclable, offers children a ‘build it

sales of the worldwide brand.

the classic ‘pied de poule’ design across the

London to Paris, and Beijing to Tokyo and

yourself challenge’, essential for stimulation

brand. “We need some innovation and it is

Sydney, add a dash of fun to the seasoned

on those long-haul holidays.

time to revive pied de poule,” said Walter

time-conscious traveller.

Marthaler, sales and marketing director,

A round box gift set complete with a secret

Middle East/Africa/North & South America.

drawer ‘as an extra’ for customers, joins a

Exclusive to airlines and airports, the pied

new selection of watch and earring sets and

de poule pattern has been modified into the

pendant ‘Magic Boxes’ – ideal for airports.

product pattern for selective Ella Morissa

The magic boxes, patented exclusively by a

goods – a key focus for the company at this

German academic, are proving a bestseller

year’s event.

on various major airlines, including Asiana
Airlines in Korea, and are reportedly a
best selling item on Air France and Iberia.
Retailing at US$52, Ella Morissa’s priority is
firmly on value for money.
“Our prices offer very good value for money
without sticking customers in a prize zone,”
said Marthaler.

Blue Village F12
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Davidoff
celebrates
with a
cigar
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duty free, asserting “global duty free is one of
the three anchors underpinning the Davidoff
business” – the others being the domestic US
market and Asia. “In Asia, global duty free and
the domestic market are two sides of the same
coin, each supporting the success of the other.”
Going on to describe Davidoff’s current
Chinese market growth of 30% as “amazing”
Hoejsgaard agreed that duty free is essential
to brand build its position in Asia and

"To survive in this world of brands we need

especially China: “In this respect there are a

very strong ideas,” Hans-Kristian Hoejsgaard,

number of duty free exclusives in development

president and CEO Davidoff, told 100 travel retail

which will be in duty free in time for the

guests at a special centenary birthday party for

Chinese New Year.”

Davidoff in the Palais yesterday evening.

Hoejsgaard quoted Mark Twain: “If I can’t

Hoejsgaard announced that to celebrate 100

enjoy a cigar in Heaven then I won’t go there,”

years in retailing – including 65 of its own

before asserting passionately “enjoying a

stores and a further 500 merchants in duty

Davidoff cigar has little to do with smoking

free and domestic markets – “we have made

and more to do with lifestyle, and having

50,000 limited edition anniversary cigars – the

something to celebrate.”

first Davidoff cigar to be 100% Dominican from
wrapper, to binder, to filler.”

Riviera Village RH8

Hoejsgaard also took the opportunity to pay
tribute to “the leadership and resourcefulness”
of Christian Vonthron, SVP travel retail and
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Erik Juul-Mortensen, TFWA president; Hans-Kristian
Hoejsgaard, president and CEO Davidoff; and Gebr
Heinemann's Kai Spanger and Gunnar Heinemann.

TRC gift to Marsden
Martin Moodie (left) Founder and Chairman,

deep gratitude for this generous gift for the

Moodie International, receives a cheque

marvellous Marsden,” said Moodie, who has

for £2,150 on behalf of The Royal Marsden

been under the care of the famous London

Cancer Charity from the UK’s Travel

hospital for the past 18 months. “Another

Retail Consortium (TRC) chairman, Jan

person who will be very pleased about this

Kristiansen Binder, regional director of Coty

today is my friend, Paul Hogan, publisher

Prestige Travel Retail.

of the TFWA Dailies. His daughter was also

“What we are presenting today is the

cared for by the Marsden, although sadly

proceeds of social activities organised

she lost her battle with leukaemia at the

around TRC’s annual meeting in Jersey

tragically young age of 12 earlier this year.

in June,” explained Binder. “All of our

But I know the Marsden is wisely investing

members already have significant

in a brand new unit for young people, largely

commitments to good causes, but this is just

paid for by private subscription like this, so

a little bit more. Over the last 3-4 years, TRC

it can continue to provide ground-breaking

has easily raised £12-15,000 in this way”.

care for children, like Brontë, who come to

“I welcome this opportunity to express my

the Marsden from all over the world.”

TFWA WORLD EXHIBITION tuesday 20 SEPTEMBER 2011

Schiphol wins Best
Neuhaus Experience
Neuhaus’ Philip Geeraert, director

the experience. The customer is looking for

international sales worldwide, presents

experience, and besides the perfection and

the Best Neuhaus Experience Award 2011

elegance that we think are the hallmark of

to Schiphol Airport Retail’s director, Peter-

our concepts, what we have learnt is that

Jan Rozenberg.

the customer is also always looking for new

“Schiphol won the Best Neuhaus Experience

discoveries. Schiphol and Neuhaus have

Award because they jointly share our

worked closely together to achieve just this

beliefs of how to make the chocolate the

winning formula,” said Geeraert.

winner,” Neuhaus’ Philip Geeraert, director

Rozenberg agreed. “This award is recognition

international sales worldwide said yesterday in

for the staff of both companies – Neuhaus

Cannes, at the special prize presentation.

craftsmanship and training is first class and

“We have worked very hard over 7-8 years

that is why we selected them.”

at Neuhaus to make all the aspects perfect
– the chocolates, the shop, and especially

Vijay
Mallya
visit

Yellow Village AA11

international expansion from both Delhi and
Mumbai after joining the oneworld alliance,
which also includes British Airways and
American Airlines.
Mallya also showed significant enthusiasm
for Mackinlay’s rare old Highland Malt –
a celebration of the same Whisky used
by Ernest Shackleton’s expedition to

John Beard, chief executive of Whyte &

Antarctica in 1907.

Mackay, discusses the new expressions

“Mackinlay’s comes in a highly authentic bottle

of Jura with Sanjay Aggarwal, CEO of

which has been painstakingly reproduced – we

Kingfisher Airlines, and Vijay Mallya

had to insist on low quality control from our

Chairman of UB Group.

glass makers in order to achieve exactly the

As the owner of the full-service Kingfisher

right kind of imperfections,” said Beard to the

Airlines, various UB products, including Whyte

very-powerful UB chairman, without any hint `

& Mackay, are sold in the inflight duty free

of irony.

selection and served onboard the airline.
Kingfisher is currently undergoing significant

Yellow Village B24
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The Hair
Experts
Caroline Greyl has a gift: with one quick
look at a person’s locks, she can suggest
easy improvements to diet, lifestyle and
haircare regime that would greatly improve
the condition of their tresses. But as CEO of
leading haircare brand Leonor Greyl, we’d
expect nothing less.
“See that woman over there?” she

Iconic
Scents

whispered. “Her hair is thinning slightly,
which means she may need a more
balanced diet. That girl? She runs her
hands through her hair too often, which is
why it’s greasy at the scalp.”

have already opened a lot of doors for us,
including in Switzerland."
Alwyn Stephen, president & CEO, said: "This
partnership in Switzerland came about
thanks to a contact I made on the last day

I, apparently, am guilty of brushing too hard

of TFWA Asia Pacific in Singapore earlier

and need to let my hair dry more naturally

this year, and I am due to see him again this

before attacking it with the blow dryer.

Distributors Palm Beach Beauté were deep in

week to talk about other opportunities."

“I am introducing haircare advisors in

conversation with Beauty Contact yesterday

Beauty Contact is also celebrating new

certain points of sale to offer this kind

afternoon to work out future strategies for

listings with Dubai Duty Free for its Cadillac

the company’s popular Cadillac and Madonna

For Men and Cadillac Black fragrances,

initiative that would work really well to

confident that we can be a profitable

fragrances in the Americas.

which came into effect in August and will

travel retail,” said Greyl. “However, there

brand for them.”

“We have been working together for around

soon be appointing a full-time promoter

is a serious lack of premium haircare

A best selling products in the all-natural

six months and, as the opportunities are

there to boost awareness.

products in the channel and this is

range is the Soins du Cheveu hair oil,

so vast, we are expecting to achieve a lot

Pictured left to right: Paul Smith, vice

something that needs to be addressed.

which nourishes dry hair and helps to

with these ‘masstige’ scents,” said Harold

president of finance/CFO, Palm Beach

We are trying to change perceptions but

protect it for the sun. “Its perfect for

Ickovics, CEO, Palm Beach Beauté. “We see

Beauté, Alwyn Stephen, president & CEO,

retailers need to be open-minded. There

applying before a flight to stop your hair

it as a department store brand with a wide

Beauty Contact and Harold Ickovics, CEO,

is more scope in China – the buyers seem

from becoming dehydrated,” said Greyl.

distribution and a high number of doors. The

Palm Beach Beauté.

of advice to customers and I think it’s an

to be more open to carrying haircare
products in their airport shops. We are

All
About
Eyes
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this venture.”
Contact Lens Solutions are another important
focus for the brand. “There are huge numbers
of contact lens wearers who find it difficult to
look after their lenses on long haul flights,”
said Jim Hall, director, Polaroid Contact Lens
Solution. “Following various discussions we

on its stand yesterday evening to reveal

had in Singapore about this, we developed a

new novelties and discuss the company’s

product line to cater to their needs, featuring

plans to expand in travel retail during 2012.

a disposable Contactspod, which can be used

“New launches this week include the Best

to keep lenses in while on a flight, and Eye

Under the Sun collection of polarized

Drops, to keep eyes healthy.”

shades, which features best sellers from

There is also a special travel kit called Flight

different decades of Polaroid’s 75-year

Pack, which contains two Contactspods (one

history,” said Rebecca Harwood Lincoln,

for the outbound flight and one for the return

global travel retail manager. “We have

journey), as well as five doses of preservative-

also recently launched a worldwide design

fee eyes drops in a security-friendly resealable

competition and have had 1,000 entries

bag, which retails for 19.99.

then next year you will be able to view the

of the artist taken in 1979 when she was 19,

collection that has been born out of

Polaroid Eyewear held a cocktail reception

so far. We will pick the winner shortly and

Madonna scents, which use an iconic image

Golden Village GO15
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Groundbreaking
Skincare
There are many buzzwords in the beauty
industry, but the latest innovation is a
formulation offering “eco regeneration”,
which has been developed by Swiss skincare
experts La Colline.
“It is a remarkable complex which
transforms free radicals into oxygen and
water and constantly renews itself,” said
Jérome Desouches, managing director.
“Studies have shown that, after three
hours, the skin’s moisture levels will have
increased by 100%, which is an impressive
result considering the average skincare
product is expected to achieve just 50%
moisturisation.”
It is combined in La Colline’s new launch,
NativAge La Crème, together with a Cell
Metabolism Activation Complex. “We
launched the crème in the spring and now
we are introducing a serum, which people
can use together to boost the results.”
The crème retails at 1365 while the serum
costs 1395. “We are consolidating our points
of sales in the local markets and then we
will look at opportunities in travel retail,”
said Desouches.

Yellow Village E39

Porsche
Turns 40

is introducing a special collection which

Dr Jurgen Gessler, president & CEO, Porsche

which we reinvented during the late 1970s to

Design Group paid a special one-day visit to

take them from being a style worn by pilots

Cannes yesterday in order to update business

to a fashion item in their own right, with

partners on the company’s development

interchangeable tinted lenses which you can

strategy and how it is celebrating its 40th

match to your outfit,” said Gessler. “Ever

anniversary in 2012.

since the company was born, Porsche has

“Highlights include opening our first travel

been inspired to turn functional items into

retail location in the US, at JFK with a 130sqm

stylish accessories and the trend continues

shop, and in China with a 25sqm shop at

today. Our business is currently increasing

Beijing Airport,” said Gessler. “We are also

by 30% each year, which is a huge figure,

hoping to open a duty free store in Shanghai

but we are currently in a period of expansion

during the first quarter of 2012, are working

so this has proven more realistic to achieve

on more US airports and building up strength

than it may sound.”

in Europe and the Middle East.”
For it’s 40th anniversary next year, Porsche
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brings back some of the most iconic products
through the ages, including raw tech leather
jackets, heritage watches and sunglasses.
“Key items include the aviator style shades,

Riviera Village RE17
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Classic
Charm

Black Up launches EDP
Those looking for a luxurious new fragrance for

show,” said Lionel Durand, general manager,

women of colour should head to the Black Up

Black Up. “We are known for having a very

stand. Its new fragrance, L’Univers, has been

successful colour cosmetics line, and our

The new range of ladies watches by Equss

created especially by Firmenich, one of the best

effective, anti-pigmentation skincare, but this

is providing a more classic look, with

perfume makers in the world, and boasts a

new perfume is giving us fresh opportunities

smaller faces that have been carefully

delicious blend of ingredients including praline,

to expand our distribution. We are treading

designed so that people can wear them

in a stylish bottle with a 24-carat gold cap.

steadily to make sure we have the right deals.”

to almost any occasion.

“We are rolling the EDP out at the end of

L’Univers costs $76 for 50ml.

“The watches are still fashion inspired,

October, but already we have been discussing

however, as they have an Equss charm on

some big orders with buyers here at the
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the strap,” said Alex Chaves, managing
director (pictured left with marketing
executive Audrey Ng). “We are confident
that they are going to do very well
especially in Asia, Europe and
the Americas.”
The company’s product assortment has
been growing steadily over the past
year and while the image remains the
same, extra touches of luxury have been
worked into the new collections and the
marketing and advertising materials to
give a richer look.
The company has recently reached an
agreement with Horizon Duty Free to
increase its footstep in the Americas

“For instance, we won a 25sqm shop

and there is also a focus on increasing

in Sharjah Airport, which is doing well

penetration in Europe and Asia.

for us and we hope to strike more

“The appeal of our leather accessories

partnerships like this.”

range has encouraged retailers to give
us some extra space,” said Chaves.

Riviera Village RF11

Extreme Innovation
Ahava has launched an innovative new

having ingredients from the Dead Sea, which

line called Extreme, which is winning the

are known to be very healing, and for mixing

brand extra attention from buyers around

these natural extracts with science to create

the world. Comprised of two new products,

something very effective. Travel retail is

Extreme Day Cream and Extreme Night

definitely one of the areas in which we want

Treatment, which feature ingredients

to expand our business, which is why we

gathered from the highest and lowest points

have also developed various travel kits.”

in the world, it has been so successful that it

The contents of the kits change from

is helping the company to reposition itself

season to season and currently The

as a facial care brand, rather than a body

Gift of Small Pleasures, containing six

care brand, as it is historically known.

popular miniatures, is proving very

“The Extreme line has been a star for us, so

alluring to buyers.

we hope to extend it next year,” said Michal
Rom, VP international sales. “Our USP is
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Tintin
taking off

Looking
for a
rockstar!

As the sole distributor of official Tintin
merchandise for inflight and travel retail,
Socatec received a high level of interest on the
first day of this year’s show.
“We knew that Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday were going to be very busy for us, but
we’ve been pleasantly surprised by the number
of visitors we’ve had already,” said Chris
Winstanley, sales and marketing, Socatec.
Interest in the Tintin merchandise has been
driven by the forthcoming release of the new

we’ve not had the opportunity to speak with

global appeal of the products that we offer.”

film, and a number of products have been

before in this location.”

As well as the official Tintin merchandise,

released to tie in with this launch.

2011 has been a strong year-to-date for

Socatec is also presenting its range of

Winstanley added: “It’s very interesting

the company and the latest listings include

aviation-themed toys.

because around 70% of the meetings that

Qatar Duty Free and an airport location in Fiji.

we’ve got lined up are with companies that

According to Winstanley, “this goes to show the

Blue Village F22

Mars International Travel Retail (ITR) is on
the lookout for a rockstar at this year’s TFWA
World Exhibition as the company marks the
introduction of the new M&M’s Rock Star

XO Café keeps on growing

dispenser range.
The very last M&M’s electric guitar – which
was initially designed for the M&M's stores
in the United States – has been shipped over

Patrón Spirits International is highlighting

Keys Loyalty Leaders List, alongside the

achieved through consistent messaging and

to Cannes for this week’s exhibition, where

its XO Café coffee liqueur, which has

likes of Apple, Samsung and Facebook.

the highest product quality. We’ve continued

visitors to the stand have the opportunity to

enjoyed phenomenal growth since its

“Such recognition and loyalty is so

to invest in the products throughout the

play the guitar. Whoever plays the best tune

launch into travel retail. On a successful

important because it really helps us in

recession, and we’re also the biggest spirits

will be presented with the exclusive guitar

first day in this year's exhibition, Patrón

the duty free and travel retail market,”

advertiser in North America. All of this really

on Thursday at 17:00. As pictured, Hans Van

received a new listing for the product from

explained Greg Cohen, director of

helps to drive loyalty.”

Boven, sales director, Mars ITR, took the

Korea Duty Free. It has also recently been

corporate communications.

listed in Dubai Duty Free.

McDonnell added: “This loyalty has been
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opportunity yesterday afternoon to show
everyone how it should be done.

During the year-to-date, up until August,

“It’s a really fun competition and we’re very

the product has experienced growth of

excited to have the last M&M’s guitar here

+139%, while globally it has grown by +60%

with us,” said Rosanne Waardenburg, brands

in all markets.

manager, Mars ITR. “We really hope this will

“I would say that within four years, this

help to make some noise for the product!”

will be our second million-case brand,”

Bay Village Bay 9

said John McDonnell, COO, Patrón Spirits
International. “XO Café is already listed in 29
of the top 75 international airports.”
Altogether, Patrón's products are listed in

Shark
Attack

59 of the top 75 international airports and
the company was this month named in the
top 10 of the prestigious Forbes 2011 Brand

PARKER's
a big hit

Premier Portfolio's helium-filled, remotecontrolled Shark is proving a popular sight
around the exhibition.
“We introduced it simply as an interesting
concept for shops, but it has gone down so
well that we are thinking of turning it into a
consumer product line,” said Garry Maxwell,

Following 12 months of consistent growth

sales director, Premier Portfolio. “We are

during its first year in travel retail, PARKER

considering introducing an airplane version,

is presenting its new generation of writing

as Dubai Duty Free just stopped by and

technology here in Cannes, and Jean-

asked us for a quote.” It goes to show that

Charles Hita, global president of PARKER

sometimes the best ideas are unplanned.

Brand, explained that “everyone who has

Green Village M44

been to the stand has absolutely loved it”.
PARKER 5th has been developed on the back

prefer to use the gel pen. The outcome of

double business every year for the next

of widespread consumer research, which

this research is the PARKER 5th.”

three to five years.”

spanned the US, Japan and China. “We

He continued: “Since we entered the travel

In order to promote PARKER 5th,

really wanted to invest in modernising and

retail market last year, we have opened 80

significant investment has been made

upgrading the brand,” explained Hita. “We

points-of-sale in all regions of the world.

in a pop-up store concept – which is on

did consumer research in China because

People have made it clear that they want

show at this year’s TFWA World Exhibition

that’s where the fountain pen is most

even more products, more innovation and

– along with an extensive international

important; we did research in Japan because

more counters, so that is always a good sign.

promotional campaign.

that’s where technology is most important;

“We’ve enjoyed great success in travel

and we did research in the US because they

retail so far and we are hoping to more than
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Glamorous
Italian
Smoking
styling
start
for Agio

TAX FREE WORLD
ASSOCIATION
63, Rue de la boétie
75008 Paris France

Authentic Italian jeweller Brosway Italia is

Agio Cigars reported a high level of interest

bringing a versatile touch to its latest female

on the first day of TFWA World Exhibition.

pendant range, allowing for quick wardrobe

One of the innovations that has received

changes with the minimum loss of beauty.

a lot of attention is the Mehari’s Filter

The stainless steel ‘Tres Jolie’ collection

Sweet Orient, which according to Gertrude

combines ceramic enamels with Swarovski

Stormink, export manager, has great

elements to create a number of different

potential thanks to the wide-reaching appeal

jewel combinations. Distributing in more

of the sweet aroma and filter product.

than 30 countries worldwide, Brosway Italia’s

“In travel retail we are growing compared

pendants include ‘Dolceta’ – sweetness,

to last year,” Stormink said. “We feel that

‘Sensualita’ – sensitivity and ‘Speranza’ –

we’re taking the right steps and as the travel

hope, to capture different moods of elegance.

retail business is looking for more and more

“We’ve sold more than four million pieces in

special packs, we’re always innovating and

the domestic markets,” said Valerio Beleggia,

investing in that direction.”

aims to enter new country markets. This

product manager, Brosway. “Each time you

An array of other tobacco products, ranging

morning, for instance, we had a meeting

can collect different beads – if you change your

from the coffee flavoured Panter Dessert to

with someone from Paraguay, so it was very

dress you can change your accessories.”

the Balmoral Churchill Tubos, are also being

interesting to get their views on what we

For the male market, the ‘Rodeo’ bracelets

presented, and these are sure to attract a

have to offer. Of course, we’re also always

come in leather or stainless steel with clamps.

number of visitors to the stand between now

keen to discuss new opportunities and to

Brosway Italia now have plans to branch out their

and the end of the show.

hear from others on what else we can do.”

Italian style to wider markets in the duty free

“It’s always nice for us to meet new

sector. “We are successful with a lot of airline

consumers,” Stormink said, “and we have
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companies and have just started distributing
in Bangkok duty free. We also hope the US will
become a big market for us in the future.”
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Golden attraction
TFWA World Exhibition visitors were attracted

retail as well,” explained Leo Wittwer’s

to the Leo Wittwer stand on the first day of

Martin Grosse. “We’ve recently opened

the exhibition, thanks in part to the family

our third counter at Dubai Duty Free, so by

owned jewellery manufacturer’s latest take

increasing our space there, we’re hopeful

on the famous Leo Wittwer Cross.

that this will spread the message about the

In addition to the signature and classic

type of product that we can offer.”

pieces, a selection of fine jewellery pieces

The fact that the company is still family-

suitable for the duty free and travel retail

owned is, according to Grosse, another

market have been developed. A main point

interest driver for the company. “Jewellery

of difference is the smaller size of the Leo

is a very intimate product and people really

Wittwer Cross, which is available in 18 carat

do appreciate the family tradition that this

gold or ebony and white gold.

company has,” he said.

“The domestic market is our main market,
but we have been doing very well in travel
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